SEND = special educational needs and disability
What is #SENDSDO?
#SENDSDO is fully comprehensive package for educational institutions and leaders that emerged
from a partnership between #TeamADL and SENDiT
What is included in #SENDSDO?
•
•
•

A whole-setting provision review OR being training to undertake your own review (strategic)
30-day FREE trial of SENDiT software (digital)
Access to support to ensure a reduction in workload (operational)

All three elements are based on the 0-25 years SEND Code of Practice 2015 and the Children &
Families Act 2014.
What is the fundamental premise of #SENDSDO?
SEND leadership that employs a strategic outlook, coupled with a commitment to supporting the
wellbeing of SENCOs ensures that the operational is ‘fit for purpose’ and the needs of children, young
people and their families are met. This means all stakeholders (i.e. the wider #TeamSEND of any
educational establishment) are actively involved –
their voice is valued, and they are involved in the
decision making. The focus is also on Preparing the
child or young person for adulthood. (CfA 2014,
Section 19)
Strategic

The Provision Review model from #TeamADL
provides a person-centred review framework for
involving everyone in the strategic development of
SEND Provision year-on-year.
The SENDiT software provides a user-friendly
digital solution for involving everyone in the
operational delivery of SEND Provision.
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Operational

Thus, ensuring SEND becomes part of the everyday and everyone’s responsibility.

“For decades I've been looking for an IT solution that enables SEND Leaders to consolidate
the strategic with the operational to reduce the admin burden and focus on learner
outcomes. Several packages I've reviewed promote functionality around the technology.
SENDiT is different. It has been designed from scratch by a SENCO, so it embraces User
Centred Design (UCD) principles. For this reason, #TeamADL will be backing this product
and
working
with
the
team
to
transform
SENCO
workload
through #SENDsdo (SEND Strategic Digital Operational)''
Anita Devi, Founder & Director #TeamADL You know, we know SEND Leadership

